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Excitation Functions of Pion Reactions 
14 16 . 19 * on N, _ · 0, and F through the (3,3} Resonance 

Nonnan P. Jacob, Jr.tand SamuelS. Markowitz 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory and Department of Chemistry 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 94720 

August 1975 

ABSTRACf 

Cross sections for pion-induced reactions of the fonn (n,nN) and 

more complex spallation reactions of the form (n,X) have been measured 

from 50-550 MeV on the target nuclei 14N, 16o and 19F using the sec-

ondary pion beams at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 184-inch syn

chrocyclotron and the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Facility 

(LAMPF). The dominance of the (3,3) free-particle resonance is seen 

in all excitation functions determined in this work. Relative to the 
12c( ± N) 11c . th ( ± N) t. l~- 16o d· 19F n ,n react1ons, e n ,n reac 10ns on ·N, an 

have magnitudes of 0.2, 1, and 0.7, respectively. The cross section 

ratio R = cr(n-,n-n)/cr(n+,nN) = 1.68±0.18 for 14N at 188±15 MeV, 

1.68±0.05 for 160 at 188±9 MeV, and 1.68±0.03 for 19F at l78±2 MeV in-

cident pion energy. The results from this work are compared to previous 

pion work, analogous proton- induced reactions, Monte Carlo intranuclear 

cascade-evaporation calculations, and to a semi -classical nucleon charge-

exchange model which convincingly ·explains the (n,nN) reaction mechanism 

in the (3,3) resonance region. 
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NUCLEAR,.REACfiONS: 14N(TI± ,TIN) 13N, 16()(TI± ,TIN) 150, 19F(TI± ,TIN) 18F, 

l~(TI±,X) 11c, 16o(TI±,X) 1~, 11c and 19F(TI±,X) 11c, E: SO-SSO MeV. 

Measured and calculated cr(E), comparison to nucleon charge-exchange model . 
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I. Introduction 

"Simple" pion-induced reactions of the fonn (n,nN), where N is the 

removed nucleon, have been the topic of numerous experimental investiga-

. 1 d f . 1 N 11· . . . h 1 l-l8 Tw, t1ons re ate to ree-part1c e n ·co 1s1ons 1ll t e nuc eus. o 

major studies have generated considerable interest in this area. The 

first was the work of Reeder and Markowitz, 1 which showed a broad peak 

at 180 MeV in the 12qn-,n-n) 11c excitation: function. This particular 

observation was not only ascribed to the dominance of the (3,3) free-

particle resonance, but was also interpreted in tenns of a clean-knockout 

(CKO) mechanism. Later, the survey by Chivers et a1. 8 of pion reactions 

on light nuclei using both n+ and n- presented the surprising result 

- - + that the ratio of cross sections R=cr(n ,n n)/cr(n ,nN) 

for 12c, 14N and 16o was 1.0±0.1 at 180 MeV, in contrast to a simple im-

pulse approximation or free-particle ratio of R = 3. Other determinations 

of (n,nN) ratios at variouS pion energies for ~e through 64zn have also 

shown disagreement with simple impulse approximation ratios. 9-17 MOst 

noteworthy of these recent measureme~ts is the redetennination of the 

_12C(n±,nN) 11c excitation functions by Dropesky et a1. 18 which indicates 

a value of R = 1.55±0.10 at 180 MeV. 

The above mentioned works have also served to stimulate theoretical 

interest in this area. Originally, these theories19-21 were focused on 

reproducing the shape and magnitude of the 12c(n -,n -n) 11c excitation 

function. Following the Chivers et a1. 8 results, a number of theories22 -28 

were proposed to explain the observed deviation from the impulse approxi

mation model. Of these proposals, the semi-classical nucleon charge ex

change (NCE) model of Sternheim and Silbar28 as applied to the 
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12c(7T±,7TN) 11c data of Dropesky et al., 18 has provided the most con

vincing interpretation of the (7r,7TN) reaction mechanism to date. 

The .general aim of this study was to probe the relationship of free-

particle interactions to pion-nucleon interactions in the nucleus. The 

method employed was radioactivation mainly using the high intensity pion 

beams at the Clinton P. Anderson Meson Physics Pacili ty (LAMPF) . The 

target nuclei 14N, 16o, and 19F ·are particularly amenable to this work 

because their constituent nucleons are essentially all on the "surface" 

where knockout reactions are thought to occur. In addition, the product 

radiations were readily detected. 

II. Experimental Procedure 

Irradiations for this study were initiated using the secondary pion 

beams of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 184-inch synchrocyclotron and 

completed using the more intense pion beams of LAMPF. General pion beam 

characteristics for the Meson and Physics Caves at LBL and the High Energy 

Pion (P3) and Low Energy Pion (LEP) channels at LAMPP are summarized in 

Table I. All results in this work were obtained by either interrupting 

' physics experiments at LBL for short, independent exposures, or in a 

parasitic or independent-manner with the Nuclear ChemistrY Gr~up18 at 

LAMPP. 

The target stack used in each irradiation consisted at two machined 

discs of equal diameter and thickness, one being a disc of either plastic 

scintillator or polyethylene, and the other being a primary target 

disc of either boron nitride, Teflon, or a can of boric acid, serving 

as targets for 14N, 19P, and 16o, respectively. A summary of target di-

mensions and chemical compositions is given in Table II. Generally, 
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discs with dimensions 3. 7 an in diameter by 0. 6 an thick were used. The 

plastic disc was always the first target to receive beam, and served 

· b · · · b h 12cc ± ~T) 11c · f h"ch as a eam 1ntens1ty mon1tor y t e rr ,111~ react1on, or w 1 

cross sections from 50-550 MeV incident pion energy are known. 29 Times 

of bombardment were 10-20 minutes for boron nitride targets, 10-40 minutes 

for Teflon targets, and 2-4 minutes for boric acid targets. Periodic ex

posure of dummy targets outside the pion beam revealed no significant 

contribution to the observed product nuclides from the stray neutron 

background in the secondary channels. 

Two positron annihilation (511-511 keV) coincidence detectors, each 

composed of a pair of 7. 5 em x 7. 5 an Nai (Tl) crystals oriented at 180 

degrees, were used to count the target activity. Decay characteristics 

and half lives of the observed nuc11des are given in Table III. 30 The carbon 

monitor and primary.target discs were wrapped in·copper jackets (0.03, 

0.05, 0.1 and 0.1 em for the Teflon, plastic, boron nitride and boric 

acid target, respectively) to insure annihilation of all emitted positrons 

close to the source; they were then counted· in identical geometries between 

the Nai(Tl) scintillators. Because the monitor and primary target dimen

sions were equal, the efficiency for detection of positron annihilation 

quanta would also be equal for each disc, aside from self-absorption cor-

rections. Thus relative and ultimately absolute cross sections may be ob

tained without measurement of absolute detection efficiency. The back-

ground measured less than 2 cpm for the detector used for the boron 

nitride and Teflon targets, and from 15-25 cpm for the detector used 

exclusively for the boric acid target. Location of the oxygen target detector 

near the beam area is the cause of this high background. 
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A 1eflon irradiation in which the beam was monitored directly by a 

counter telescope required measurement of the coincidence efficiency of 

one y-y detector. This was accomplished by determining the absolute 

decay rate of 11c in an irradiated plastic scintillator disc of dimensions 

equal to the Teflon disc in a S-y coincidence detector, and then by 

counting the positron annihilation gannnas with the y-y coincidence de

tector. Care was taken to ensure that the activated area in the plastic 

disc was very nearly equal to that produced by the beam spot in the actu

al exposure. A final y-y detector efficiency for a 3.7 em diameter by 

0.6 an thick disc of Teflon located approximately 1 an from the face 

of each Nai(Tl) crystal was (9.5±0.5)%. 

All decay curves were fit by the standard least squares program 

CLSQ31 using the fixed half lives in Table III for each radioactive com

ponent. 

For the 160 target, 71 second 140 was formed in such relatively low 

yield, that it could be ignored in the decay curve without significantly 

effecting the end-of-bombardment activities of the other components. 

Where necessary, corrections were made to the data for beam fluctua

tions(< 5%), proton contamination in the high energy(> 350 MeV) n+ 

. beams at LAMPP (< 5%), and self-absorption of detected 511-keV annihilation 

quanta (3-10%). Results from the exposure of two different total target 

thicknesses of 1.25 em and 2.54 em (plastic monitor plus primary target) 

at several different pion energies for both n + and · n- revealed no sig

nificant change in cross section outside of statistical errors to warrant 

correction. Corrections for muon and electron activation were ignored be-

cause of the weakly interacting nature of these leptons. Details of these 
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"d . . 1 h 32 cons1 erat1ons are g1ven e sew ere. 

II I. Results 
+ . 

The cross sections for the (rr-,rrN) and'other more complex spallation 

reactions are displayed in Figs. 1 and 2. A total of 66 irradiations were 

made during this study, with duplicate cross section measurements performed 

whenever possible, particularly in the· (3,3) resonance region. Overlap in 

energy of pion cross section measurements among the various LBL and LAMPF 

pion channels was excellent. 

The effective bombarding energy was taken as the pion energy at the 

midpoint of the target stack. Corrections to the initial pion energies 

for energy losses in passing through upstream targets were made. The 

spread in a particular pion energy is the root-mean-square combination 

of the beam momentum resolution, and the energy loss of a pion in traveling ~ 

from the face of the disc stack to its midpoint. The range-energy curves 

of Trower33 were used for calculating these energy losses. 

Errors on the reaction cross sections are purely statistical, and 

were established from the root-mean-square combinations of standard de

viations of the end-of-bombardment activities for product nuclides in the 

monitor and primary target discs as given by CLSQ. 31 Generally, these 

errors were conservatively 10%, 5% and 3% for the (rr,rrN) cross sections 

for 14N, 16o, and 19F respectively and about 10% or less for the more 

complex spallation reactions. Where duplicate measurements were made, a 

weighted mean and standard deviation were calculated. 

The only dominant systematic error for the pion results may be 

attributed to the 5-10% accuracy of the 12c(rr±,rrN) 11c monitor cross 

sections. 18 Thus, the total root-mean-square error in absolute cross 
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section determination would vary from about 5-15%. ·The errors subsequently 

quoted for the ratio R, do not include the 5-10% error in accuracy of the 

monitor cross sections. Errors for the 19F(rr±,X) 11c cross sections are 

large (~ 25%) due to large corrections applied to extract these cross sec-
11 ' . 

tions from the gross CF 2 + rr-+ C react1on. 

. d h h 11B( + 0) 11c . "b It should be po1nte out t at t e rr ,rr · react1on contr1 utes 

to the plotted 14N(n ,x) 11c [target BN] and 16o(rr ,X)11c (target H3B031 

excitation functions. Based on a measured cross section for 11B(rr+,n°) 

11c of 5mb at 180 MeV from the work of Chivers et a1. 8 it is estimated 

that no more than 8% of the cross section displayed for these more com

plex reactions comes from the charge exchange reaction. No correction was 

applied for this effect. 

:tv. Discussion 

A. Features and Qualitative Interpretation of the Results 

Figures 1 and 2 demonstrate that the (3,3) pion-nucleon resonance is 

preserved not only m "simple" reactions of the form ( rr, rrN) but also in 

more complex spallation reactions of the form (rr ,X)~ where X represents 

a ntDllber of emitted nucleons. These observations lend credence to the 

concept of quasi-free pion nucleon collisions in both types of reactions. 

Figure 1 also illustrates striking differences in cross section 

magnitudes among the (rr,nN) reactions. This comparison may be made more 

meaningful by employing the following procedure: By scaling all the 

(1T± ,1rN) curves to match the 12c(1T± ,1rN) 11c results of Dropesky et al., 18 

one obtains two sets of "universal" 1r+ and 1r- excitation functions, dis-

played in Fig. 3. It is seen that: 

(1) The "universal" 1T curve shows that the (1T-,1T-n) excitation func

tions for 12c, 14N, 16o, and 19F have the same shape, width (250±20 MeV 

FWHM) and peak maximum at 180-190 MeV. 
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(2) The "universal" TI+ curve shows that the (1r+,1rN) excitation functions 

for 12c, 14N, 16o, and 19F have the same shape, width (also 250±20 MeV 

FWHM), and peak maximum at about 180 MeV. 

(3) The (TI,TIN) excitation functions are considerably broader than the 

free-particle pion-nucleon resonances, which are about 140±10 MeV FWHM. 

(4) Cross sections for (TI-,TI-n) reactions on 14N, 16o and 19F relative 

to (7T-,7T-n) cross sections for 12c are, respectively, 0.23±0.02, 1.01±0.06 

and 0.75±0.04 (indicated'errors are standard deviations derived from in

dividual relative cross sections). 

·(5) Cross sections for (1r+,1TN) reactions on 14N; 16o, and 19F relative 

t ( ± N) · f 12c · 1 o 21 o 03 o 1T ,1T cross sections or are respective y, . ± . , 

0.97±0.04, and 0.68±0.03. 

In emphasing trends for the more complex reactions, we will refer 

only to the dominant reaction occuring in the target: 
14 + 11 ' . . (1) The N(1r ,X) C cross sections are somewhat larger than the 

1~(7T- ,X) 11c ·cross sections below about 225 MeV, and at higher energies 

the excitation ftmction cross. At 350 MeV, the 1~(7T+,X) 11c excitation 

f . . 1 . 14N( - X) 11C unct1on IS seen to tum up re at I ve to 1T , . · • 

(2) The 16o(1r+,X) 11c cross secticns are slightly larger than the 

16o(7T- ,X) 11c cross sections, while the 16o(TI± ,X) 1~ excitation functions 

have equal magnitudes, within experimental error .. 
19 + 11 . ' . 19 

(3) The F(1r ,X) C cross sections are larger than the F(1r-,X) 

cross sections below about 250 MeV and are approximately equal until 

325-350 MeV, where the 7T+ curve begins to turn up relative to 7T-. The 

errors on these complex 19F cross sections are necessarily large, as 

mentioned previously, and thus, definitive comparisons should not be 

attempted. 
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+ (4) Some downshift in peak maximum to lower energies for the (TI ,X) ex-

citation ftmctions may be observed for 14N and 19F. 

1. (rr,TIN) Cross Section Magnitudes 

Insight into the difference in (TI ,TIN) cross section magnitudes 

seen in this study may be provided by a consideration of residual nucleus 

properties. A summary of the number of bound residual levels and the en

ergy of the first excited unbound level for each residual produc~34 - 36 is 

given in Table IV. The low 1~(TI,TIN) 13N cross sections appear to be con

sistent with the proton instab:llity of ali 13N excited levels. In addition, 

it is seen that the relative cross section values may be qualitatively 

correlated to the magnitude of the first excited, particle unbound level. 

Further experimental examples would be required to either establish more 

firmly or refute this proposed explanation. 

2. (TI, 'liN) Excitation Function Widths 

As indicated in other work, 1 ' 3,S,lS the bro~dening seen in (TI,TIN) ex-

citation functions relative to the TIN reaction is attributed to the 

Fermi motion of the struck nucleon. Qualitatively, the momentum distri

bution of the struck nucleon will cause a smearing out of the resonance 

because the center-of-mass energy has a range of values at each incident 

pion energy. In estimating then, the nucleon momentum effect, it would be 

necessary to average the TIN cross section over the struck neutron mo-

mentum distribution, using for convenence, a Gaussian momentum distribution 
~ -p2/p2 . 

of the form p e 0 , where ~ is the angular momentum quantum number 

corresponding to the struck neutron shell, and p and p0 are,respectively, 

the nucleon momentum and a parameter characteristic of this momentum. 37 
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Conversely, a quantitative estimate of the average momentum of the 

struck neutron may be obtained from a s:impler approach. Using the fornrula 

derived by Reeder38 and the valu~ of 250±20 MeV FWHM observed for the 

(TI,nN) excitation ftmctions in this work, and by using an average pion 

kinetic energy of 180 MeV, one obtains p ::: 180 MeV/c, a value consistent 

with the average momentum figures of p :::(160-170 MeV)/c for lp protons 

in light nuclei. 37 Thus, the (rr,rrN) reaction may serve as a tool for 

measuring average "allowed" nucleon momentum. 

3. Comparison to Previous Pion Studies 

Figure 4 illustrates comparisons between prior and present Crr,1TN) 

cross sections for 1~ and 19F. The 13N cross sections appear to be in 

reasonably good agreement with the measured cross sections from the work 

of Zaider et a1. 13 and Karol et al., 16 but are in serious disagreement 

with the cross sections of Chivers et a1. 8 at 180 MeV. As discussed 

previously, the low 1~ cross sections in this work are consistent with 

the instability of all excited 13N levels. The 19FC1r±,1TN) 18F excitation 

functions of Hogstrom et a1. 7 and Plendl et a1. 6 appear to be too narrow 

and do not exhibit the expected broadening of 1rN cross sections by the 

Fermi motion of the struck nucleon. Finally, the 16o(1T±,1TN) 15o cross 

sections of Chivers et a1. 8 at 180 MeV of 41±4 mb for 1T+ and 42±4 mb 

for 1T- are in good and poor agreement, respectively, with the cor-

responding cross sections from this work at 188 MeV of 42±4 mb and at 
I 

71±7 mb, where the error includes that from the 12c -+ 
11c monitor. 

The ratio R, an important indicator of the (1r,1rN) reaction mechanism, 

is compared for past and present work in Table V. For this study, 

R = 1.68±0.18 for 14N at 188±15 MeV, 1.68±0.05 for 160 at 188±9 MeV, and 
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1.68±0.03 for 19F at 178±2 MeV. The corresponding results are in poor 

agreement with the Chivers et a1. 8 result of 1.0±0.1, in fair agreement 

with the 18F ratio of 1.52±0.05 at 190 MeV from the work of Karol et a1.!6 

and in good agreement with the ratios of 1.8±0.4 and 1.7±0.4 for (n,nN) 
.· 16 14 15 . 

reactions on 0 measured by Lieb et al. ' These measurements, how-

ever, are still at variance with the impulse approximation value of 3 

at 180 MeV.. Close agreement is also observed between the ratios from 

this work and the value of R = 1. 55±0.1 0 for the 12C(n ,nN) 11c reaction 

at 180 Mev. 18 

A broader comparison of the ratios from this.work to those for the 

12c·data as a function of incident pion energy is shown in Fig. 5. 

From this plot, it is seen that the values of R for (n,nN) reactions on 

12c, 14N, 16o and 19F have similar energy dependences and nearly equal 

magnitudes. Such a comparison implies that the mechanism of (n,nN) re

actions on these nuclei should also be similar. 

Thus far, prior excitation function studies for pion-induced spal-

lation of light targets in the (3,3) resonance energy region do not 
+ 

exist in the literature. The low energy 65 MeV n- spallation study on 

eu39 has shown, as found in this work below 180 MeV; that n + cross 

sections are generally larger than those for n . Further work in complex 

pion-induced spallation reactions should become even more feasible with 

pion beams in excess of 108/sec at the various meson factories. 

4. Comparison to Proton Induced Reactions 

Since (a,aN) reactions at high incident projectile energies are ex

pected to occur by similar mechanisms, it would be interesting to compare 

cross sections for (p,pn) reactions40 to those for (n,nN) reactions. Such 
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a comparison would be especially valid for n+ which like the proton, is 

a positively charged projectile. 

This comparison of cross section magnitudes is summarized in 

Table VI. In synthesizing this summary, two approaches were used. First, 

all cross sections were determined relative to the 12c + 
11c reaction 

for convenience of comparison. Second, since high energy (p,pn) excitation 

functions have similar shapes, as do the (n,nN) reactions, it was possible 
I 

to find only one "scaling" factor for each (p,pn) target. This method 

is entirely analogous to the normalization performed earlier for the com

parison of (n,nN) excitation function shapes. Such an approach is attrac-

tive because it allows a comparison of cross section magnitudes to be 

made over a broad energy range. 

From Table VI> similarities between relative (p,pn) and 

(n,nN) cross section magnitudes are seen. From this analysis, it appears 

that (1) The observed low cross sections for the 1~(n±,nN) 13N reactions 

are consistent with low 14N(p,pn) 13N results (2) The (p,pn) and 

(n,nN) reactions may proceed by similar mechanisms~ 

A comparison between high energy (p ,X) and (n, X) reactions is some-
+ . . 

what more difficult than that made for (n-,nN) and (p,pn) reactions for 

several reasons. First, the (n,X) cross sections do not normalize to the 

12c(n,nN) 11c reaction as did the (n,nN) reactions in this work. Fur- · 

thermore, the cross section data for high energy (p,X) reactions on light 

nuclei in the lower GeV energy region (< 0.6 GeV) are scarce. 

Still a limited but interesting comparison was made. Experimental39 

and theoretical41 QMonte Carlo) studies have suggested that the yield 

distribution from pion-induced reactions should be about equal to those 
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for protons with kinetic energies equal to the total pion energy. Thus 

Table VII gives a comparison of cross sections between 260 MeV pions and 

400 MeV protons 42 ' 43 on 14N, 16o and 19F. The s:imilari ties in cross section 

magnitudes between pions and protons tends to support the plausibility 

of this comparative approach. Comparisons at higher and lower energies 

could not be made due to a lack of pion and/or proton cross section data 

at the desired energies. 

B. Mechanism of the (n,nN) Reaction 

1. MOnte Carlo Calculations 

The most recent high energy version of the VEGAS intranuclear cas

cade code44 coupled to the DFF evaporation program45 were used in this 

study to correlate the magnitude and general shape of the (n,nN) [and 

(n,X)] excitation functions to a particular reaction model (cascade, in

cluding isobar formation and interaction, followed by evaporation) and 

nuclear model (Fermi gas, with a step distribution of nucleon density). 

De "1 . th . 1 h 44,45 ta1 s concern1ng ese programs are g1ven e sew ere. 

Briefly, 5000 incident cascades with a pion potential of Vn = 0 

were run for each target and projectile at 3 different energies, yielding 

a total of 18 theoretical (n ,nN) and 24 theoretical (n ,X) cross sections. 

The energies chosen were about 100, ·190 and 400 MeV in order to obtain an 

idea of the predicted energy dependence of the cross sections through 

the resonance energy. In addition to the absolute (n,nN) cross section 

calculations, a supplemental subroutine was included with each program 

to determine the "knockout" (n,nN) cross section. In these particular 

calculations, a knockout event was defined as one that produced a residual 

(n,nN) cascade nucleus with less than the excitation energy needed to 
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evaporate the least bound particle. 

The DFF code45 was first run to obtain these maximum excitation 

energies which were 10 MeV for 13N (obviously too high), 9 MeV for 15o, 

and 8 MeV for 18F. The subroutine would then count knockout events in 

the list of cascade nuclei, and eventually calculate a knockout (TI,TIN) 

cross section. It was hoped that such information would be useful in the 

interpretation of the (7T,7TN) reaction mechanism. 

One further adaptation was made. In the case of the 14N(TI,7TN) 13N 

reaction, the knockout subroutine was used to choose only those residual 

13N nuclei with excitation energy loss than 2. 3 7 MeV, the energy of the 

first unbound level. 

The computed (7T,7TN) cross sections are presented first in comparison 

to the data in Figs. 6 through 8. Also shown are the calculations of 

Bertini, 46 which differ from the present code by assuming that isobars 

formed within the nucleus immediately decay and thus do not interact as 

an integral unit. 

The calculations shown that V = 0 is satisfactory in reproducing 7T 
the energy at which the peak maximum occurs and that the general energy 

dependence of the (TI,TIN) reactions is correctly predicted. Fair agree-

ment between the calculated and experimental cross sections is seen for 

16 + 15 19 - - 18 the 0(7T-,nN) 0 reactions. The calculated F(7T ,7T n) F cross sec-

tions, however, are high by a factor of about two, whereas the computed 

19F(7T+,7TN) 18F cross sections are seen to be in good agreement with ex-

periment. In addition, the calculation overestimates the 13N cross sections, 

even when the particle instability of excited levels is taken into account. 
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The knockout cross sections, also plotted, are generally a high 

fraction of the total(TI,TIN) cross sections; greater than 90% for ( TI- ,TI-n) 

reactions and greater than 80% for (TI+,TIN) reactions on the light elements. 

Thus, these figures imply at most, about 20% of the total (rr,rrN) cross sec

tion may be ascribed to a pion inelastic (ISE) or charge-exchange (CESE, 

in the case of TI+) scattering followed by neutron evaporation. These per

centages are consistent with the estimate of 85% for a CKO mechanism, 

deduced from an angular distribution study of the 12c(p,pn) 11c reaction 

at 450 MeV, 47 and imply that some fonn of low energy deposition process 

may dominate the reaction mechanism. 

A comparison among caleulated, measured and simple impulse approxi

mation ratios 48 is given in Table VIII. The two most obvious trends are: 

(1) The Monte Carlo results are always consistent with the simple im

pulse approximation or free particle ratios over the entire energy regime. 

(2) The Mbnte Carlo and simple impulse approximation or free-particle 

ratios are in disagreement with the experimental cross section ratios 

at the lowest two energies, but in excellent agreement at the highest 

energies (about 400 MeV) with the experiment. This last comparison implies 

that the CKO process dominates the (TI,TIN) mechanism at pion.energies ex

ceeding about 350 MeV, but that the mechanism in the vicinity of the 

(3,3) resonance is not as clearly understood. 

Lastly, Table IX summarizes the cascade code estimates of isobar 

contribution to the (TI,TIN) reaction. A requisite in compiling this table 

was that a (TI± ,I±) event, where I is a pion-nucleon isobar, leave the 

residual nucleUs with less excitation energy than necessary to evaporate 

the least bound particle (given by the DFF program). According to 
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the calculation, the isobar process·constitutes between 5-10% of the 

(TI,TIN) cross section at the (3,3) resonance energy of 180-190 MeV, and 

less than 2% at 100 and 400 MeV. 

2. Nucleon Charge-Exchange (NCE) 

The concept of charge-exchange of the outgoing nucleon in (TI,TIN) 

reactions was initially considered by Hewson27 relative to the Chivers 

et a1. 8 data. This original theory, although it did not reproduce the 

result R = 1.0±0.1, did yield a TI-/TI+ cross section ratio that was be

tween 1. 6-1.9 at 180 MeV, in agreement with present experimental work. 

The semi-classical NCE model of Sternheim and Silbar, 28 conceptually 

similar to that by Hewson, has shown excellent agreement with the energy 

variation of the ratio R for the 12c(TI,TIN) 11c reaction. 18 Following 

Sternheim and Silbar notation, the ratio of (TI,TIN) cross sections is given 

by 
R = (Ncr _ (1-P) + ZPa _ )/(Ncr+ (1-P) + ZPa + ) (1) 

Till TIP-+Tip Till TIP 

where a = a + and a = a + are the free-particle cross sec-
Till TIP TIP Till 

tions, Nand Z are the number of target neutrons and protons respectively, 

and P is the probability of a nucleon charge exchange. The expression 

P oc [1-exp(-Apcrexd)] , where crex is the cross section for nucleon charge 

exchange, d is the mean distance traveled by a nucleon in the nucleus, A 

is the target mass number, and p is the nucleon density. The charge ex-

change cross section contains one parameter which is fit to an experimental 

point, usually at or near 180 Mev. 28 

The results for the ratios R on the light nuclei 14N, 16o and 19F 

from the Sternheim and Silbar28 NCE model are displayed in Fig. 9 in 



- + comparison to the ratio of free-particle cross sections [ 1r hr ] and 

to ratios derived from the previously calculated Monte Carlo cross sec

tions. The MOnte Carlo calculations of Bertini46 are also shown. All of 

the NCE curves have been normalized to an experimental point near 180 

MeV. 

The excellent agreement of the NCE model with the present data, 

and with the 12c results, supports pion scattering followed by nucleon 

charge exchange as the dominant mechanism for the ( 7T, rrN) reaction in the 

vicinity of the (3,3) resonance. This excellent agreement is surprising 

in view of the fact that the NCE model encompasses ari approach that is 

very similar to the Monte Carlo intranuclear-cascade inethod, which as 

demonstrated in Fig. 9, is in poor agreement with experimental R ratios 

in the vicinity of the (3,3) resonance. 

Beyond 350 MeV incident pion energy, the charge-exchange cross sec

tions approaches zero, and therefore, the charge exchange probability, 

as seen from the expression for P, also approaches zero. The result is 

that the.theoretical ratio of (7r,7TN) cross sections becomes equal, for 

N = Z nuclei,to the ratio of corresponding free..:particle pion-nucleon 

cross sections (Eq. 1). This limit is consistent with the observed ex-

cellent agreement among measured, MOnte Carlo, and simple impulse approx-

imation ratios above 350 MeV (Table IX). 

C. Mechanism of (1r,X) Reactions 

Several points may be established concerning more complex pion-

induced spallation reactions from the limited results obtained in this 

work. Initial pion-nucleon collisions are important in these re

actions, as seen by the dominance of the (3,3) pion-nucleon resonance 
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in the excitation functions for the (n,X) reactions. Noting that the in

elastic (reaction) cross section for n- + 12c exhibits a broad peak near 

150 Mev, 49 one may also expect that the (n,X) reaction, which constitutes 

a fraction of the pion-nucleus reaction cross section, will display a 

similar energy dependence. Furthermore, the observed similarities in the 

yields of nuclei from protons and pions seen in the present and previous 39 

work, indicate that the cascade-evaporation model, which has successfully 

correlated a large body of proton cross section data, is also applicable 

to the pion results. An important difference in the mechanism for energy 

transfer between protons and pions, however, is that a pion may either 

form a pion-nucleon isobar, which subsequently decays or interacts, or 

have its total energy absorbed between two nucleons. This absorption 

process has been suggested as the mechanism for pion interactions with 

nuclei between 0 and 60 MeV incident pion energy .50 Even with increasing 

energy, its contribution to complex reaction mechanisms cannot be neglected. 

This is suggested by the excitation function for the n+ + d + p +pre

action, which rises to a maximum in cross section of about 10 mb at 180 

MeV and falls rapidly thereafter, where at 300 MeV it has a cross section 

of 2 mb. 51 Pion absorption in nuclear reactions has also been shown to be 

an important process in the VEGAS ISOBAR calculations of Harp et al., 41 

particularly for the production of nuclei far removed from the initial 

target. 

A comparison of the measured (tr,X) excitation functions to cross 

sections calculated at three pion energies by the previously mentioned 

cascade-evaporation code is displayed in Fig. 10. It may be seen that 
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(1) The influence of the (3,3) resonance is correctly predicted in the 

excitation functions. (2} Agreement between experimental and calculated 

cross section magnitudes in all cases is poor. The cross sections for 

production of 11c from 19F and 1~ are IIRlch lower than the experimental 

values. The calculation overestimates again the 13N cross sections. 

(3) Cross sections for n+ for a given target and product are larger 

than the corresponding n- ·cross sections at energies less than 180 MeV. 

At higher energies, the cross sections for the n+ and n- reactions 

become more equal. These calculated trends in (3} are generally con-

sistent with those observed in the experimental·excitation functions. 

Thus, the Mbnte Carlo code appears to have reasonable success at 

predicting the energy dependence of pion-induced reactions, but generally 

gives poor agreement with experimental cross sections in this work. 

V. SUIIBllaty and Conclusions 
. \ 

The results of this study on pion-induced reactions may be briefly 

sunmarized. 1) The broad peaks that appear at about 180 MeV in the exci-
+ 

tation functions for not only (n-,nN) but also for (~,X) reactions 

indicate the importance of initial pion-nucleon collision$ in both 

types of reactions. 2) Striking differences in (n,nN) cross section mag

nitudes may be related to the stability of the individual (n,nN) product 

- - + nuclei. 3) The measured ratio R = cr(n ,n n)/cr(n ,nN) = 1.68±0.18 for 
1~ at 188±15 MeV, 1.68±0.05 for 16o at 188±9 MeV, and 1.68±0.03 for 
19F at 178±2 MeV. These values are consistent with the recently mea-

12 . 
sured R value of 1.55±0.10 f9r C at 180 MeV. 4) Discrepancies between 

Monte Carlo and measured cross section magnitudes are perhaps due to the 
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Fermi gas assumption incorporated into the cascade code, which for 

light nuclei is admittedly crude. In addition, the evaporation program 

assumes a continuum of excited states up to the first particle unbound 

level, which for the low Z residual nuclei in this work, is not applicable. 

5) From the results in this study, the mechanism of the (n,nN) reaction 

on light nuclei, a puzzle for some time, appears to consist of a mixture 

of knockout and nucleon charge exchange, with relatively small contribu

tions from inelastic scattering followed by evaporation and isobar forma-

tion (2-10%) in the energy region from 100-350 MeV. Above 350 MeV, the 

clean knockout process dominates with small contributions possible from 

inelastic scattering followed by evaporation. With regard to pion charge 

exchange, recent work of Silbar52 shows that for 12c ( n, nN) 11c from SO-300 

MeV, the effect on R is negligible. 
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Channel 

Meson Cave (LBL) 

Physics Cave (LBL) 

High Energy Pion (P3) 

Low Energy Pion (LEP) 

aOn target. 

Table I. Pion Beam Characteristics 

Particle Intensitiesa 
(sec~l) 

(for 'IT and 'IT ) 

105 

105-1o6 

105-107 

105-107 

MOmentum Resolution 
6p/p FWHM (%) 

10 

5-8 

2-10 

0.1-4 

blnformation acquired from groups responsible for beam lines. 

Contamination (%)b 

17 ll-,e-for 100 MeV 'IT 

+ + + 
7-8 ll-,e- for 260-300 MeV 'IT-

60 ll-,e- for 100 MeV 'IT 

+ + + 
30 ll ,e for 100 MeV 'IT 

+ + + 
<10 ll- e- above 350 MeV 'IT-

+ < 5 P above 350 MeV 'IT 

+ + + 
10 ll ,e for 100 MeV 'IT 

25 ll-,e- for 100 MeV 'IT-
+ + + 

< 1 ll-,e- for 220 MeV 'IT-

I 
N 
~ 

I 



160 Boric Acid 
(in 0.013 
an Al can) 

H3B03 5.0 1.3 1.1-1.4 
77.6% 0 
17.4% B 

4.9% H 
< 0.1% 
sulfates, 
metals, 
phosphates 

(continued) 



Target 
Nucleus 

19F 

Target 
Material 

"Teflon" 

( 
Polytetra- ) 

fluoroethylene 

Table II. (continued) 

Empirical 
Fonnula 

(CF2)n 

Diameter 
(an) 

3.8-5.0 

Surface 
Thickness Density 

(an) · (g/an2) 

0.3-1.3 0.6-2.6 

Chemical 
Composition 

75.8% F · 
24.0% c 
0.2% 

impurities 

~btained from Pilot Chemicals Division, New England Nuclear Corporation, Watertown, Massachusetts. 
bD Mal . . . . one, pr1vate cammun1cat1on. I 

N 
0\ 

I 
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Table III. Decay characteristics for the observed radionuclidesa .. 

Nucleus 

11 c 

13N 

15 
0 

18F 

~eference 30. 

Half-Life 
(m1nutes) 

20.4 

9.96 

2.05 

109.8 

Fraction of Decays 
leading to s+ 

emission 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 

0.97 
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Table rv. Comparison of Relative (n,nN) Cross Section Magnitude with 
Residual Nucleus Stabilit~ 

Reaction 

12c(n,nN) 11c 

14N(n,nN) 1~ 

16o(n,nN) 15o 

19F(n,nN) 18F 

~eference 34 
bReference 35 

~eference 36 

Number of Bound 
Residtia1 Levels 

·First Particle 
. Unbound Level {MeV) 
(and Emitted Particle) 

8.4 (a.) a 

2.4 (p)b 

7.6 (p)b 

5.4 (a.)c 

Relative Cross 
Section 

1 

0.2 

1 

0.7 
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Table v. Comparison of 7T-/7T+ Cross Section Ratios for Nucleon 
Knockout Near the (3 ,3) Resonance. 

Pion R 
Reaction Energy (MeV) -I + Reference 7T 7T 

12C(7T,7TN) llc 180 0.97 ± 0.09 8 

180 1.55 ± 0.10 18 

14N(7r,7TN) 13N· 180 0.95 ± 0.09 8 

188 ± 15 1.68 ± 0.18a present work 

160(7T,7TN) 150 188 1.02 ± 0.09 8 

188 ± 9 1.68 ± 0.05 present work 

215 1.8 ± 0.4b . 14 

180 1.7 ± 0.4b 15 

19F(7r,7TN) 18F 190 1. 52 ± 0. OS 16 

178 ± 2 1.68 ± 0.03 present work 

184 1.11 ± 0.14 17 

~e + cross section used to calculate this ratio was interpolated from 7T 
the excitation function. 
bRatio measured here is for 7T± + 16o ~ 15o, 15N 6-MeV 3/2- states 
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Table VI. Comparison between (lT,lTN) and (p,pn) cross sections, relative 

to the 12c + 
11c reactions. 

Relative Cross Section 

Reaction 

1.0 1.0 

' 0.23 ± 0.02 0.21 ± 0.03 

1.01 ± 0.06 0.97 ± 0.04 

0.75 ± 0.04 0.68 ± 0.03 

aCross sectionsobtained from Reference 40. 

hnerived from cross sections in Reference 40 above 200 MeV. 

~rived from cross sections in Reference 40 above 400 MeV. 

~erived from cross sections in Reference 40 above 460 MeV. 

a(p,pn)a 

1.0 

0.16 ± 0.03b 

1.31 ± 0.38c 

0.65 ± 0.08d 
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Table VII. A comparison between cross sections for complex pion and proton 
reactions on light elements. 

Cross Sections (mb) 
+ a a 

Reaction 260 MeV 1r 260 MeV 1r 400 MeV p 

14N -+ uc 17.8 ± 1.8 19.5 ± 2.0 19.8 ± 2.0b,c 

160 -+ uc 17.2 ± 1.8 14.4 ± 1.4 8.4 ± 0.8c 

160 -+ 13N 4.2 ± 1.0 5.5 ± 1.4 6.5 ± 0.7c 

19F -+ llc 9.8 ± 2.5 8.4 ± 2.1 11.0 ± 2.3b,c 

~e cross sections at this energy were interpolated from the appropriate 
excitation function and assigned errors consistent with those observed 
experimentally. 

b 24 Reference 42; cross section adjusted to cr 27 ( Na) =10.5mb. 

cReference 43; cross section adjusted to cr12Al c11c) = 32.3 mb. 
c 
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Table VIII. Comparison of Measured and Calculated Cross Section Ratios. 

J?ion 
Nucleus Energy 

(MeV) . 
Measured 

Calculated a b 
VEGAS-DFF . Bertini Free-Particle 

(Impulse Approx) 

14N 100 0.99 ± 0.12c 2.21 ± 0.20 2.50 ± 0.08 
190 1.68 ± 0.18 2.74 ± 0.23 2.04 ± 0.21 2.85 ± 0.10 

-418d 0.98 ± 0.17e 0. 77 ± 0.08 0.83 ± 0.12 

160 100 1.10 ± 0.11f 2.06 ± 0.20 2.50 ± 0.08 
190 1.68 ± o.osh 2.36 ± 0.20 2.68 ± 0.10 2.85 ± 0.10 

-360g 1.53 ± 0.15 1. 58 ± 0.18 1.67 ± 0.06 

19F 100 1.17 ± 0.03i 2.60 ± 0.25 2.50 ± 0.08 
180. 1.68 ± 0.03k 2.95 ± 0.23 1.95 ± 0.10 

-428] 1.11 ± 0.11 1.01 ± 0.11 1.00 ± 0.06 

~tios as calculated at 180 MeV; Reference 46 .. 

bReference 48. 

cCross section ratio at 97 ± 10 MeV. 

dAverage of energies 
+ -

400 MeV for 7T and 435 MeV for 7T • 

einterpolated from excitation function. 

fi 1 ed · · 1 · 16o 7T 15o · f · nterpo at rat1o asst.nnmg re at1ve -+ cross sect1on 1gures 
· given previously; cross section ratio at 98 ± 10 MeV. 

gAverage of energies 370 MeV for lT+ and 350.MeV for lT-. 

1~ee f; cross section ratio at 360 MeV. 

icross section ratio at 96 ± 3 MeV. 

jAverage of energies 420 MeV for lT+ and 435 MeV for lT-. 

k d . . . 19F 7T 18F . f" Interpolate rat1o, assum1ng relat1ve -+ cross sect1on 1gures 
given previously. 
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Table IX. Contributions to the (n,nN) cross sectionS as calculated by 
the ISOBAR VEGAS code (Ref. 44). 

Pion % of 
cr(I+) 

% of 
Nucleus Energy cr(I-) total total 

(MeV} (mb) cr(n~,n-n) (mb) cr(n+,nN) 

14N 100 1.0 ± 0.4 1.6 ± 0.6 0.2 ± 0.2 0.6 ± 0.6 
190 8.4 ± 1.2 9.5 ± 1.4 3.0 ± 0.7 9.5 ± 2.3 
400(TI ~) 0 0 0 0 435(TI ) 

160 100 1.0 ± 0.4 1.9 ± 0.8 0.64± 0.37 1.9 ± 1.1 
190 7.4 ± 1.1 9.1 ± 1.4 2.4 ± 0.6 6.8 ± 1.8 
350(n~) 
370(TI ) 0.68 ± 0.34 1.9 ± 1.0 0.2 ± 0.2 0.7 ± 0.7 

19F 100 1.5 ± 0.5 2.4 ± 0.8 0.2 ± 0.2 0'. 7 ± 0. 7 
180 7.9 ± 1.2 8.7 ± 1.4 1.6 ± 0.5 5.2 ± 1.7 
435(1T~) 
420(TI ) 0 0 0.54± 0.31 1.7± 1.0 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. (n,nN) excitation functions. Solid lines have been drawn through 

the experimental points as visual aids. 

Fig. 2. Complex spallation excitation functions. Solid lines have been 

drawn through the experimental points as visual aids. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental excitation functions. The numbers 

given are factors by which an individual excitation function curve 

must be multiplied to fall on the "normal" 12c(n ,nN) 11c excita

tion fUnction curVe. 18 The free-particle cross sections, multiplied 

by a factor of 0.5, are also shown in the plot for comparison. 48 

+ 
Fig. 4. Comparison of previous and present (n- ,n N) cross section measure-

ments. References: Zaider et a1., 13 Chivers et a1. 8 Karol et al., 16 

Plendl et al., 6 Hogstrom et a1. 7 

Fig. 5. Experimental fu ~N) cross section ratios for 12c, 14N, 16o and 

19F. The 12c ratios are from Reference 18. 

Fig. 6. Calculated and experimental 14N6r ± ,nN) 13N cross sections. The 

knockout cross sections were calculated assuming that the residual 

1~ nucleus had less than 10 MeV of excitation energy. The case for 

which 13N has less than the energy of its first (particle unbound) 

excited level is also shown~ The results of Bertini46 are also dis-

played. 

Fig. 7. Calculated and experimental 16o(n±,m~) 150 cross sections. The 

knockout cross sections were calculated as.;tuning that the residual 

15o nucleus had less than 9 MeV of excitation energy. The results 

f B .. 46 .1 . o ert1n1 are a so g1ven. 
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Fig. 8. Calculated and experimental 19F (·/,TIN) 18F cross sections. The 

knockout ·cross sections were calculated assuming that the residual 

18F nucleus had less than 8 MeV of excitation energy. 

Fig. 9. Comparison of theNCE model to the measured ratios. The solid 

lines represent the theoretical NCE model, while the solid circles 

are experimental ratios. Other representations are: dotted line 

free-particle TIN ratios; solid triangles-the HEVI-DFF calculated 

. 1 . d 1 1 . b B · · 46 rat10s; so 1 squares-ca cu at10ns y ert1n1. 

Fig. 10. Comparison of calculated and measured spallation cross sections. 

The middle diagram is labelEJ as follows: 1 - 16o(1r+,X) 11c, 

2 - 160(TI- ,X) 11c, 3 - 160(TI +,X) 13N, 4 - 160(TI- ,X) 13N. 
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• 14N ( 7T~ 77'- n ) 13N 

~ 14N ( 7T~ 7T N )13N 

•19F (7T-,7T-n)I8F 
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Pion energy (MeV) 

XBL755-2869 

Fig. 1 
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United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Energy Research and Development Administration, nor any of 
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their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or assumes 
any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process 
disclosed, or represents that its use would not infringe privately 
owned rights . 
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